DELIVERING PRODUCT EXCELLENCE

How we can help your team become world class

About Tarigo

We enable product managers to drive success

Established in 2003, Tarigo has built an enviable reputation for
delivering high-quality training and consultancy solutions to product
teams throughout the world.
Our fresh approach to product management has proven incredibly
successful and our capability to adapt to clients’ training and
consultancy needs has only helped to further this success.

Tarigo deliver exceptional Product Management training. Their 3-day program has received very positive
feedback from Zeiss delegates.
Tarigo worked together with a team at Zeiss and developed training that incorporated our processes and
was tailored completely to meet the needs of our team. This was impressive considering the complexities
of the Zeiss Meditec product suite and the complex markets we serve.
The net result is an excellent program that offers new product managers a comprehensive understanding
of the discipline, whilst still engaging our most experienced PM’s as they learn new techniques. Tarigo’s
actionable tools and canvasses are a high point – they are great at building team work and collaboration
and make the training days truly engaging.
I would not hesitate in recommending Tarigo as the partner of choice for any team wanting to build a
world class product management function.
Dr. Thorsten Tritschler, Director Product Management Ophthalmic Surgery Systems Medical
Technology Business
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About Tarigo
How we work

We use a framework that is made up of 20 tiles that describe the
tasks product teams engage in when they build and deliver world
class products.
We deliver training on each tile, building bespoke programs to
meet your exact needs
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Bootcamp
We design and deliver training
programs to build the core
team strength

Bootcamp

Build your team strength

This is our bootcamp offer. With missions that bring it to life, it
steps through the lifecycle of a product over nine sessions.
It can be delivered in a way that works for you:
▪ Face to face over three days
▪ Remotely over nine sessions of ninety minutes each
▪ Any way that suits your team
The Bootcamp agenda can be configured to your exact
requirements both in terms of content and delivery schedule/type
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Bootcamp
Tools and Templates

We define and build a suite of tools, templates and papers to
support the training.
We can define a suite of branded tools that support your product
teams in the execution and delivery of their products and services.
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Pro Series
Deep dive training that links
training to real-world work

Pro Series
Deep dive training

Product teams have real work to do. Real work that requires world
class skills. Pro series EMBED connects training to real work,
delivering clear and measurable commercial benefit whilst
upskilling the team.
Choose from our library of pro series topics or work with us to
define specific topics for your team.

Pro series can be delivered in person or remotely following our
five-step model:
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Pro Series
Certification

All our training (both Bootcamp and Pro Series) is externally
accredited by the CPD Standards Office.
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Product
Excellence
Our transformation program

Product Excellence
Introduction

Product Excellence is a program designed to drive excellence
across people, skills, processes and governance, enabling the
delivery of more consistent and successful products to market.
Product Excellence starts with understanding an organizations
vision for the product team and then executing a plan to achieve
that vision.
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Product Excellence
How we deliver

Build the vision
A great plan needs a grand vision; a north star that sets the direction of travel
for the whole program. We work with you to define the vision for product in
your organisation.

Define overall framework
We’ve defined a comprehensive model, but you can add/subtract/change
tiles to reflect your business and your governance model

Define the roles
We build out a RACI model of tile ownership across the framework

Measure the individual
We test capability and experience per tile for each team member so that the
individual has a framework scorecard

Heat map the group
We show a skills and capability heatmap for the group so you know where
the gaps are

Close the gaps
We build coaching and training programs to close the skills and capability
gaps

Enable
Delivering product Excellence is only the start. We make it a habit by
embedding it into the organisation and transforming the way the team think,
feel, and behave with targeted nudges to build the habit of Product
Excellence. This can include initiatives such as portal build out, community
talks, newsletters, forums, etc.
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Product Excellence
How we deliver

Case study
Helping a global software company develop consistent capability across the global product
community.
The challenge
Sage needed a program to develop a consistent product capability. Operating across 9 locations
with different operating models it needed a framework flexible enough to support a variety of
products and services across the full product life cycle.
The solution
Understanding - We first identified current skills and processes, then we identified and
prioritised the key business needs and opportunities.
Vision & Roadmap – A Vision was crafted to set the North Star direction for the programme,
alongside a well defined roadmap full of initiatives to build the capability and deliver the vision.
Deliver, and measure - We continuously track and measure against the objectives. Using the
philosophy of marginal gain we apply improvements to everything we do to embed and
enhance our initiatives.
The results
A Sage Product Framework; a common language, methods, tools and templates across product,
engineering, and design teams.
An always on Product Excellence Portal; one place to access content and training events to help
product teams ace it!
Live and online training programmes and events: Foundation, Bootcamp and Pro Series that
receive above 90% Net Promoter Score
An average skills uplift of 26% for participants

Tarigo are a key partner to Product at Sage, they help to support our
transformation to become a great SaaS company.
Together we are building a great product team and growing a product culture,
and it’s never been more important than right now, as product talent becomes
harder to retain and recruit.
Susannah Garside Director
Learning & Development at Sage
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Contact the team to start your
journey to Product Excellence
info@tarigo.co.uk

